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Abstract
The consumer electronics of the future will be aware of the
emotion of their users in order to provide more natural,
engaging, entertaining and productive experiences. The paper
reports on the development and evaluation of an emotionally
responsive robotic dog. The dog is able to recognise emotion in
its user through acoustic emotion recognition, and respond
through a series of actions. In particular this paper details the
technology implementation of the acoustic emotion recognition
and the integration into the robotic dog.

Index Terms: Speech Interaction, Affective Computing,
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1. Introduction
Entertainment robots have found there way into the home.
Most common are robot pets [1] that can be controlled
remotely or programmed with simple actions [2]. In the 2004
film I, Robot, an android called Sonny interrupts a row
between the main characters, saying �Excuse me. I note there
are elevated stress patterns in your speech�. Although much of
the autonomous intelligence and abilities for complex
communications may be some way off for consumer robots,
recognising stress and emotion in the human voice is possible.
Acoustic emotion recognition [3] or voice stress analysis [4]
offers a range of commercial benefits. Call centres can track
the conversations between callers and agents for emotive
events to help agents better support caller frustrations, aid
agent training and detect fraudulent insurance claims [5]. In-
car systems can recognise driver emotion and react to drowsy
or angry drivers to help them drive more safely [6-7].
Computer games can recognise player emotion and adapt game
play to maintain active engagement without stressing the
player with over challenging game play [8-9].

2. Project aims
The project aims to i) develop a consumer level emotionally
responsive home robot and to ii) evaluate the emotive
interaction between the robot and its owner. Emotionally
responsive technologies in the home are uncommon. To aid the
participants in their understanding of how a device could react
with emotional intelligence we have built emotion recognition
and response into a robotic dog. This simplifies the interaction
for the participant as they expect the dog to react to emotion
but to not fully understand the context of what the owner says,
such that a request of �Go away� said in a happy friendly
manner will make the dog excited, whilst �Come here� said
with anger and aggressive will cause the dog to retreat. The
owner will interact with the robotic dog using speech where
the words are ignored but the emotion of the owners is
detected from acoustic cues. The robotic dog will recognise the
emotional state of the owner and then react with an

appropriate response or action, eg if the owner is angry the
robotic dog will whimper and cower in fear. We have
previously shown how the emotionally responsive robotic dog
can enhance the interaction between the owner and their home
robot [10]. In response to requests from the Affective research
community, this paper presents in more detail the technology
implementation of the acoustic emotion recognition and
emotionally responsive AIBO.

3. Integration and implementation
The project implementation involves the development and
integration of a consumer level robotic dog and emotion
recognition technologies. The robotic dog used in the project is
Sony�s AIBO model ERS7-M3 with MIND 2 software [11].
The model incorporates features of autonomy, object
detection/recognition, tactile sensing, obstacle avoidance and
wireless LAN and communication through speech.

Our previous research has considered the use of the
AIBO�s camera to recognise facial expressions and to infer
owner emotional state [12]. However limited image resolution,
focusing, and dependency on lighting conditions prevents
accurate and robust face detection and expression recognition.
Instead, the project uses AIBO�s built in stereo microphone to
record the owner�s speech which is processed by an acoustic
emotion recognition (ER) system. In this way the owner does
not need to be in front of, and close to, the AIBO and lighting
conditions can be ignored. The ER system is computationally
intensive and processing speech for emotion onboard the AIBO
would incur latency delays (AIBO has a 64 bit RISC CPU
operating at 576 MHz with 64MB of RAM). Instead the ER
system resides on a laptop which communicates wirelessly
with the AIBO to retrieve the owner�s speech, process the
speech for emotional cues, and return the recognition result to
the AIBO which performs the action.

3.1. The acoustic emotion recognition engine

The project uses a version of an acoustic emotion recognition
(ER) system previously evaluated by Jones et al. for
automotive safety and control [4] and emotional interaction
with computer games [9]. The ER system calculates over 40
acoustic features including pitch, volume, rate of speech,
Hammarberg Index, ratios of spectral energies, formants, and
voicing types and ratios.. The system then maps these features
to emotions such as boredom, sadness, grief, frustration,
extreme anger, happiness and surprise, using statistical and
neutral network classifiers, Figure 1. The emotion recognition
system uses changes in acoustic features representative of
emotional state whilst suppressing what is said and by whom.
It is therefore speaker independent and utterance independent
and can be readily adapted to other languages.

We have compiled an in-house emotional speech database
to train the acoustic emotion recognition engine. The speech
database contains voice samples from voice actors and �every-
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day� people, and also a range of real-life recordings from
different industries. In addition, the database has both subtle
and extreme emotion voice samples including: hot anger
(extreme anger), cold anger (frustration), interest (upbeat),
despair, disgust, happiness, boredom, surprise, sadness, grief,
troubled, excitement, fear, love, sexy and natural. The
recordings include professional audio studio recordings at
48kHz, 16bit using high quality condenser microphones, and
from cell phones and landline phones recorded on a mobile
voice server at 8kHz, 16 bit.

[x1
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x3
.
.
x40]

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the emotion recognition engine

Using statistical analysis we determine which of the 40
acoustic features best model the required emotion
classifications. The acoustic emotion recognition engine can be
easily retrained to recognise a range of emotions and emotional
groups. The emotional AIBO project uses a 7 emotion, 5
groups model where subtle and extreme emotions are grouped
together eg 1) boredom, 2) sadness/grief, 3)
frustration/extreme anger, 4) happiness and 5) surprise. The
prosodic cues and acoustic representation differ significantly
for subtle and extreme emotions, such as frustration and
extreme anger, but in this study are grouped together by the
emotion engine to simplify the interaction with the
participants. The overall performance of the 7 emotion, 5
group emotion recognition engine has previously been shown
to return greater than 70% accuracy [7].

The emotion recogniser can track changes in emotional
state over time, Figure 2, and present its emotion decisions as
a numerical indicator in the range 0 to 1 representative of the
degree of emotional cues present in the speech, Figure 3.

Figure 2: Continuous output track from the acoustic ER engine

0.0 1.2 < length of speech sample in seconds
boredom 0.0000 < degree of boredom in speech sample
happiness 0.8500 < high degree of happiness in sample

indicated by high output value
surprised 0.0075 < small amount of surprise also in sample
hotanger 0.0000 < no indicator of anger (hot anger) or

frustration (cold anger)
sadness 0.0000 < no indicator of sadness or grief

Figure 3: Single classification from the acoustic ER engine

3.2. Emotional actions performed by the AIBO

The actions performed by the AIBO, together with the code to
stream speech and communicate wireless, is built around
Sony�s MIND 2 software (�aiboware�), Open R SDE [13], and
the Universal Real-time Behavior Interface (URBI) [14]
environment. We have developed responses for AIBO to
perform which are triggered by the owner�s emotional speech,
Table 1. The AIBO constantly listens for owner speech
however the actions are performed fully before the dog can
change its emotive response thereby preventing confusing
actions being exhibited.

Table 1. AIBO actions in response to owner emotion

Owner
emotion

Noise from
AIBO

Action performed by AIBO

Anger Whimper Cower in fear by moving its
front legs forward to its face
and its head downwards

Sadness Howling �Howl� by arching up and
raising its head, while
opening and closing mouth

Happiness Bark Wag tail then bark again

Boredom Yawn Stretch and open its mouth as
if it were yawning.

Surprise Bark
(surprise)
and then
sniffs

Move its head up and then
from side to side, making a
sniffing noise as if to see what
caused a �surprise�

4. Interactions with artificial pets
Studies have considered the human-robot relationship, and in
particular interactions between users and the AIBO robotic dog
[15-17]. A surveys of visitors to an online AIBO forum reports
that most (75%) respondents regarded AIBO as �a cool piece
of technology�, 47% referred to AIBO biologically and 14%
attributed animism (in that it has some form of �spirit�). In
terms of mental states and emotion itself, 42% said that AIBO
appeared to do things purposely, while 38% reported it having
real feelings (eg being angry when the owner�s boyfriend
talked to the AIBO). We infer that although owners of AIBO
understand that the dog is mechanical and not alive they
attribute real-life characteristics of personality and intelligence
to the AIBO.

The child-robot relationship was studied where preschool
children compared the AIBO with a stuffed toy dog [16].
Children were allowed to play with both dogs and then asked
questions relating to categories created in the online forum
[15]. Results showed that the children interacted more with the
AIBO �as if it were a live dog� and engaged in more shared
action (eg one child noticed AIBO looking for its pink ball,
brought the ball to the AIBO and expects AIBO to kick it).

A third study involved children between ages 7 and 15
comparing the AIBO with a real dog (Australian Shepherd
called �Canis�) [17]. The result reported that the children
generally spent more time with the Australian Shepherd than
with AIBO. However interestingly, interviews with the
children showed that although they knew AIBO was a
machine, they would attribute it with life-like qualities and
treat AIBO as if it were real.
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We proposed that by integrated emotion recognition
capabilities into the AIBO we can enhance the human-robot
interaction and improve the sense that the AIBO is alive.

5. User evaluation
The project investigated whether the addition of acoustic
emotion recognition technology for the AIBO can enhance the
human-robotic interaction and relationship and allow the
AIBO to appear more �alive�, with the ability to respond to the
owner in an emotionally intelligent manner. 16 participants
completed the qualitative evaluation study (5 female, 11 male,
aged between 19 and 34). All were aware of consumer-level
robotics and entertainment robotic dogs however none of the
participants had previously interacted with an AIBO. Some
early results have been reported in [10].

The evaluation involved interacting with two AIBOs:

� AIBO 1: a non-emotionally intelligent AIBO. The AIBO
will listen to the owner�s speech and perform the same
actions however the ER system is disengaged and the
actions are performed randomly

� AIBO 2: an emotionally-intelligent AIBO. The AIBO will
listen to the owner�s speech, pass to the ER system which
will recognise the owner�s emotional state and trigger the
AIBO to perform the emotionally appropriate action.

The participants were split into two groups where the first
group interacted with AIBO 1 first and then AIBO 2, whereas
the group 2 interacted with AIBO 2 first and then AIBO 1.
Participants were not told that the two AIBOs were different.
Participants were informed that they could only interact with
the AIBO using speech. They were also told that the AIBOs
could detect boredom, sadness/grief, frustration/extreme anger,
happiness and surprise but not told how the AIBOs would
respond. Participants were not constrained in their speech.

Participants spent on average 15 minutes interacting with
each AIBO during which their actions were observed and
recorded, together with their speech, the ER output and the
AIBO responses. After interaction with both AIBOs
participants were requested to complete a questionnaire in
which they scored using a 5-point Likert scale how well each
AIBO recognised each of the 5 emotional states, and how
effective each AIBO was at dealing with the emotional
stimulus. The participants were then told the difference
between the two AIBOs and which of the two responded using
the emotion recognition technology. They were then asked
questions about how well the ER AIBO had performed and if
the ER system had made the AIBO appear more alive.

6. Results
The performance of the acoustic emotion recognition engine at
recognising the emotion of the participants will affect the
overall perception of the participants to the ER enabled AIBO.
In the study the acoustics emotion recognition engine returned
the correct emotion category for 3 out of 4 speech utterances.
This level of performance is sufficient for entertainment
purposes but would need to be improved for more critical
applications. The quality of the built-in AIBO microphone and
room noise were factors in the overall accuracy rate.

Table 2. Questionnaire responses from 16 participants

Questions Participant responses

Rating of emotion response
to each spoken emotion for
i) non ER AIBO
ii) ER AIBO

(5-point Likert scale)

Average rating of overall
emotional intelligence for
i) non ER AIBO
ii) ER AIBO

(5-point Likert scale)

Voting of version users
consider to be more alive
i) non ER AIBO
ii) ER AIBO
iii) neither

Would you purchase a
robotic pet if it were able to
respond to your emotion?
i) Yes
ii) No

Could the ER AIBO be a
substitute for a real dog?
i) Yes
ii) No

Voting of potential uses for
the emotional AIBO
i) Hospitals
ii) Schools
iii) Psychiatry/Psychology
iv) Other
v) No Use

Anger Sad Happy Bored Surp
3.25 2.25 2.75 2.75 3.00
3.75 2.75 3.25 3.00 3.25

2.75
3.75

1
11
4

8
8

5
11

11
9
9
5
0

Results were gained from responses to the questionnaires.
Firstly participants were asked to rate how well each dog
responded to their (owner) emotion using a 5-point Likert
scale where 1 represented poor and 5 excellent, Table 2.
Participants were not told which dog was using emotion
recognition. With the non ER AIBO, most emotions are rated
around average, with happiness, surprise and anger being (on
average) considered to be most effective responses (noting the
responses for the non-ER AIBO were performed randomly),
Table 2. With the ER AIBO, the emotional response rates are
higher for all emotions, most noticeably for anger. This is
corroborated by evidence given by participants saying that
anger was the easiest emotion for them to portray. Before
being informed which AIBO used the ER system, participants
were asked to rate, using a 5-point Likert scale where 1
represented poor and 5 excellent, each dog overall for
emotional intelligence, Table 2. The ER enabled AIBO is rated
more highly than the non-ER AIBO, however the lower than
expected ER AIBO result may be caused by the 25% error rate
of the ER system, noise in the testing environment and
inability of participants to portray emotions on demand.

Participants were then informed that one of the AIBOs was
using an automated emotion recognition system but not told
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which one. They were then asked to state which of the two
AIBOs they believed to be more �alive�, Table 2. The results
show that although the participants did not significantly rate
the ER AIBO responses for each emotion, they could easily
recognise which of the two AIBOs was more emotionally-
intelligent. Participants were asked about their feelings toward
a robot that could detect and act upon human emotion. All 16
participants were enthusiastic about the future of emotionally-
intelligent robotics, and could see benefits for affective
computing in practical applications. Participants were less
confident about whether they would purchase a robotic pet if it
were able to respond to their emotion, and whether the ER
AIBO could be a substitute for a real dog, Table 2. Concerns
included occasional incorrect recognition of emotion, latency
in receiving speech and performing the action (due to emotion
recognition processing), the mechanical aesthetics and feel of
the AIBO, and the limited and repetitive actions performed by
the AIBO in response to emotion. Participants were asked to
list suggestions for use of the emotionally responsive AIBO,
which are combined and summarised in Table 2. Suggestions
include use with patients in hospital settings, as well as in
schools where real pets would not be allowed, and to help
develop social and emotional interaction skills for children or
given to children with allergies.

7. Conclusion
The project develops and integrates an acoustic emotion
recognition technology into a consumer robot (AIBO) and
investigates the impact of emotion recognition and response on
the human-robotic interaction and relationship. By comparing
two AIBO configurations (one with random responses to
human emotion, the other with automatic emotion recognition
triggering responses), we have been able to show that users
can recognise which of the two robots is more emotionally
intelligent. Participants were able to talk to the ER robotic dog
and the dog responds to emotion in their voice. We believe
that consumer robotics should offer more affective interactions
rather than technology convergence (such as video capture,
mp3 playback, gaming). In this way robotic dogs can act more
like a real dog and offer the owner empathy, compassion and
companionship.

8. Future work
The integration and evaluation of affective technologies with
consumer level robotics is in its infancy. Future affective
consumer robots should adopt a multimodal sensor input using
acoustics, speech recognition, facial expression, gesture, tactile
and bio-physiological recognition. Improvements in processing
power, reduced CPU costs and more optimised algorithms,
will allow more of the affective intelligence to be embedded
within the robot. In addition, further work must consider how
consumer robots should respond to human emotion: i) should
the robot react to human emotion or attempt to improve the
emotion of the owner?; ii) should the robot have its own
emotional state which can be affected by that of the owner?;
iii) should the robot have longer-term moods as well as short-
term emotions?; iv) what types and ranges of emotions are
appropriate and in what situations and applications?; v) does
emotional intelligence in robotics create a potential risk for
human harm? Affective communications with consumer robots
will offer the missing natural interaction which can make
mechanical inanimate robots appear alive.
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